
October 2022 

Welcome to the monthly PAWR update. Each month we deliver technical 

updates on: POWDER, COSMOS, AERPAW, ARA, and Colosseum. 

POWDER-RENEW  

In collaboration with partner Keysight, the POWDER team hosted a 

demonstration of their automated O-RAN testing framework as part of the O-

RAN Alliance Virtual Exhibition for Mobile World Congress Las Vegas in 

September. The powerful cloud-native platform allows vendors to automatically 

test and validate O-RAN near-real-time RICs and xApps on-demand, across a 

customizable parameter space, from bare metal. 

As shown in the demonstration, the team has created a workflow on the 

POWDER testbed that automatically instantiates a Kubernetes cluster and 

deploys the ONF SD-RAN near-real-time RIC. The workflow then configures 

Keysight’s RICtest to execute multiple test scenarios with several RAN nodes 

https://powderwireless.net/
http://cosmos-lab.org/
https://aerpaw.org/
https://arawireless.org/
https://www.northeastern.edu/colosseum/


 

(CU, DU) and emulated UEs with custom traffic models. Key performance 

metrics are collected, and then the test workflow repeats with different 

Kubernetes configurations and RICtest scenarios. For further details, visit the 

O-RAN Alliance virtual exhibition page. 

 

  

 

In Salt Lake City, the POWDER team continues to expand its footprint of 

physical resources for users. A third Skylark mMIMO array has now been 

deployed on site and will soon be made available for research purposes. The 

team has also received the printed circuit boards for POWDER’s new medium-

power CBRS frontends, which will be assembled for early testing and then 

installed as part of the testbed’s dense deployment infrastructure. 

 

 

https://www.virtualexhibition.o-ran.org/classic/generation/2022/category/open-ran-demonstrations/sub/open-interface/224


 

COSMOS  

 

 

COSMOS continues to host extensive mmWave measurement campaigns and 

is credited in a new paper describing the study of outdoor-to-indoor signal 

propagation and user coverage in the 28 GHz band. The paper, which will be 

presented at ACM MobiHoc’22, comes from a collaborative effort including 

PAWR partner Nokia Bell Labs, Universidad Tecnica Federico Santa Maria, 

Stuyvesant High School, the City College of New York (CCNY), and Columbia 

University. It is based on a dataset of more than 2,200 measurements 

conducted in seven buildings around West Harlem and the Columbia campus. 

 

Of particular interest for addressing the digital divide, the paper shows the 

potential for using mmWave base stations to provide indoor wireless coverage 

with more than 2 gigabits of throughput.  
 

  

The COSMOS team is part of three new NSF/DoD Convergence Accelerator 

projects under the 2022 cohort for the research topic Track G: Securely 

Operating Through 5G Infrastructure. The first is the INDIGO project, which is 

led by partner AT&T with additional collaboration from industry consortium 

members Ericsson and Juniper, and from Silicon Harlem. 

https://wimnet.ee.columbia.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/08/mobihoc22-outdoor-indoor-28Ghz.pdf


 

 

The goal of the INDIGO project is to adopt a basic-building-blocks approach to 

meet the functional and security requirements of military missions and civilian 

first responder teams in near real-time through a system-of-systems/network-

of-networks approach across focus areas (1) Planning and Composition, (2) 

Interoperability, and (3) Execution. This integrates a novel Artificial Intelligence 

Planner with a Service Management & Orchestration Framework and RAN 

Intelligent Controllers. It is designed to ensure the timely transfer of information 

needed to connect every sensor and every actor despite the unique variations 

in network type, availability, traffic, and data across the lifecycle of a complex 

mission. 

 

Additional Convergence Accelerator projects for COSMOS include participation 

in the POWDER-led SONIC project, and IBM’s SMART-5G project.  
 

 

 

AERPAW  

 

 

The AERPAW team is highlighting ways that raw 4G LTE I/Q measurements 

from the testbed can be used for air-to-ground channel characterization in a 

new paper submitted to the IEEE Aerospace Conference. The submitted paper 

can be accessed online. Some representative results are provided below that 

show frequency and time selectivity of an LTE link with the UAV and how the 

coherence bandwidth changes as a function of 3D link distance. 

 

https://nsf-gov-resources.nsf.gov/2022-09/2022 Cohort-Track G-Phase 1-BAA-AT%26T Corporation_508.pdf
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=2226437&HistoricalAwards=false
https://nsf-gov-resources.nsf.gov/2022-09/2022 Cohort-Track G-Phase 1-BAA-IBM_508.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.07433.pdf


On site in Raleigh, the AERPAW team has deployed its first LoRa gateway in 

its CC2 fixed node in the Centennial Campus. Additional LoRa gateways will be 

deployed at Lake Wheeler Field Labs in the coming months once the new 

towers there are ready for installation. In parallel, the AERPAW team has been 

working with Purdue University on the development of software that will be 

used to pull, visualize, and store data from LoRa sensor nodes.  

ARA  

The majority of the deployment work for ARA’s four base station sites at Wilson 

Hall, Agronomy Farm, Curtis Farm, and Research Park is now complete. 



Deployment is now underway for the UE sites across agriculture farms and the 

city of Ames. 



 

Colosseum  

 

 

 

 

Colosseum’s newly integrated AI compute nodes will be soon available to 

general users. If you are already a Colosseum user, keep an eye out for an 

email to sign up as a beta-tester to get early access to this new feature and test 

it out. More information coming soon to the Colosseum website.  
 

  

   

 

https://www.northeastern.edu/colosseum/



